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1. Introduction

“Sometimes I told myself very adventurous love-stories with myself
for hero, and at other times I planned out a life of lonely aus-
terity, and at other times mixed the ideals and planned a life of
lonely austerity mitigated by periodical lapses. I had still the
ambition, formed in Sligo in my teens, of living in imitation of
Thoreau on Innisfree. . . .”

—From William Butler Yeats’s “The Trembling of the Veil”
(1922), in Yeats (1938, 134)

To Yeats, who associated passion with foolishness, the life of contem-
plative wisdom epitomized by Thoreau seemed incompatible with an
emotional existence, and it was the latter that he would ultimately opt
for: one of his poems gives voice to the hope that age will find him, not
a serene sage, but “A foolish, passionate man.”1 This reading of the sto-
ical Yankee is defensible: in his notion that being a philosopher is not
merely a matter of theory but more importantly of practice, as well as
in his tendency to speak as if knowledge is consummated in tranquil-
ity, Thoreau is basically in accord with ancient Stoic ethics.2 In his writ-
ings, he expresses deep agreement with the Stoic idea that, while most
of us live in an antlike state of petty agitation, it is within our power to
liberate ourselves from the belief that trivial and superfluous objects are
essential to our well-being.3 For the Stoics, of course, all objects of pos-
sible attachment, outside of one’s own moral agency, are by definition
unworthy of concern: the virtue of apathy and the vice of passion are
logically exclusive of one another.4 But this is where Thoreau parts
company with his Greek and Roman precursors: he questions what for
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them is a truth by definition, namely that only dispassionate existence could be
unfoolish. Acknowledging the tension between apathy and passion, he attempts
to redefine these mutually exclusive categories so that his reverence for both may
be coherently maintained. This attempt, if successful, would allow him to attain
the Stoic ideal of moral virtue, without systematically eradicating the passions.
In order to evaluate Thoreau’s unorthodox neo-Stoicism,5 it is necessary first to
examine his correspondent headings of purity and wildness alongside the con-
cepts of apathy and passion, and then to consider how they might possibly be
harmonized.

2. Purity

The attainment of complete apathy is fundamentally at odds with our distinc-
tively human tendency to form attachments to the world: such involvement with
mundane reality disposes us toward pathos—that is, toward being moved or
affected. The Stoics saw every passion as a false judgment, saying that we should
not make the mistake of finding value in anything outside of rational moral
agency. Thoreau, on the other hand, dismisses the myth of such abstract practi-
cal reason; viewing cognition as not just nominally but palpably embodied, he
attends to the “thoughts which the body thought” (Journal 3:99).6 While seeing
passion as an indispensable part of human reason, Thoreau retains the distinc-
tion between emotions that are ennobling and those that are degrading: the dif-
ference is made, in a given case, by the object of the affection (see Thoreau 1975,
15–16). The integrity of one’s being is dependent upon how one allows oneself
to be moved. To discipline oneself toward being able to distinguish the higher
from the lower is to pursue not apathy but what Thoreau calls either chastity or,
most often, purity.

In order to articulate a position that avoids both the antipassionate extreme of
Stoicism and its equally unacceptable opposite, the “Whitmanesque” stance that
indiscriminately embraces every new stimulation (see Johnson 1991, 123),
Thoreau embarks in Walden upon a method of distrust. Although he does not
take this questioning of what is ethically best in himself to the extremes of
Cartesian skepticism—he plays with the idea of an evil demon for no longer than
he entertains the thought that his life might be merely a dream (W 178 and
282)—his endeavor to call into question not only his own beliefs and desires but
his entire involvement with the world is radical:

I had three pieces of limestone on my desk, but I was terrified to find that they
required to be dusted daily, when the furniture of my mind was all undusted
still, and I threw them out the window in disgust. (W 36) 
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Yet what is at stake here is nothing less than one’s involvement with a potential
source of evil. One must separate oneself from anything that might be a cor-
rupting influence, in order to become capable of perceiving the good. What is
sought is not detached inertia but mental and moral acuity. He claims to have
rejected the gift of a mat, as he had no time to waste in shaking it: “It is best to
avoid the beginnings of evil” (W 67). The criteria for this rejection are implicit
in the primitive ability of the individual conscience to revolt against what is com-
monly thought to be morally acceptable or materially necessary.

Caring is not to be avoided entirely: what is essential is only that we not let
ourselves be troubled by foolish cares. To be concerned with anything trivial is
repugnant, because “the mind can be permanently profaned by the habit of
attending to trivial things” (Thoreau 1947, 648–49), and to profane what ought
to be kept sacred is among the worst imaginable kinds of offense. Yet crowded
city life, with all of its restless noisy busyness, makes triviality nearly impossi-
ble to avoid. By contrast, a “hard and bare life in the woods” offers “consolation
in its untrivialness” (J 1:217). Not only do “more favorable circumstances” for
friendship exist when fewer come to visit upon paltry business, but one’s emo-
tional responsiveness is also less likely to be dulled by an incessant deluge of
news, which causes only “numbness and insensibility to pain,—otherwise it
would often be painful to hear” (W 144 and 167). We must, says Thoreau, pre-
vent our emotional sensitivity from turning into apathetic indifference.7 But life
in American society, instead of promoting genuine human connection, actually
does violence to the finest qualities of our nature, which need to be handled more
delicately than we tend to treat each other.8 If he goes to the woods to avoid the
vexatious cares of the city, it is for the sake of occupying himself with what is
deserving of his most careful attention. His goal is not to ward off passion, but
to restore his own affective capacities.

What, then, stands vindicated at the end of the program of distrust? Not the
imperturbable equanimity of those sages who, “never going out of themselves,”
end up “so infinitely wise, yet infinitely stagnant” (Thoreau 1985, 110). At the
same time, in opening ourselves to the possibility of emotion we must be able
to identify and guard against any pernicious influence. Thoreau was well aware
that both good and evil possibilities exist; he admits that he sometimes plods
along, “subject to some indifferent or even groveling mood,” but that at other
times “the voice of eternal wisdom reaches me, even in the strain of the sparrow,
and liberates me, whets and clarifies my senses, makes me a competent witness”
(J 9:364–65). So what is required of us, before we can have a legitimate confi-
dence in our ability to make this sort of distinction? A recent philosophical arti-
cle argues that, for Thoreau, self-purification is the attempt to bring our whole
being “into a unity under the rule of the best part of us” (Borjesson 1994, 303)—
and, according to Stanley Cavell, purity is, for Thoreau, nothing less than the
way to discover God (1992, 54). The Stoics agree that we should give inward
authority to whatever is best in us, since it is a reflection of what is best in the
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universe at large.9 But, as we will see, Thoreau has a different conception of what
is best. First, we must consider why he draws a parallel between (subjectively)
what is best, or most divine, in us; and (objectively) what in the world is worthy
of being called God.

3. Wildness

Whereas “chastity” and “purity” are terms that identify a process that is ethically
urgent, this process is undergone only so that one may become fit to experience
the potency of Nature or Wildness, the single developmental force which is active
both in us and in the world at large. Like the ancient Stoics, Thoreau found the
natural world to be morally exemplary. He adhered more closely than any of
them to the idea that the philosopher should integrate his study with a life near
to the earth. While other philosophers have told of the importance of perceptively
dwelling in a single place, it is Thoreau who offers a concrete evocation:

This is a delicious evening, when the whole body is one sense, and imbibes
delight through every pore. I go and come with a strange liberty in Nature, a
part of herself. As I walk along the stony shore of the pond in my shirt sleeves,
though it is cool as well as cloudy and windy, and I see nothing special to
attract me, all the elements are unusually congenial to me. The bullfrogs trump
to usher in the night, and the note of the whippoorwill is borne on the rippling
wind from over the water. Sympathy with the fluttering alder and poplar leaves
almost takes away my breath; yet, like the lake, my serenity is rippled but not
ruffled. (W 129) 

After inhabiting a single natural locality with such attention, Thoreau demon-
strates an ability to describe more of Life than is contained in any urbane, or cul-
tivated, form of life. And, he tells us, the image of pastoral placidity that we tend
to sketch from afar is incomplete; nature may be steadfast, but it is also charac-
terized by a fervid vitality. Both of these traits are manifested in the sun, “nature’s
great central fire”—and all of nature follows the sun (J 5:38 and 3:459). But to
identify the life in us with the “greater vital force in nature” (Thoreau 1993, 102)
is to open ourselves to being moved in ways that are beyond human control,
instead of being confident that the inherent logos of things shows us that we
ought to be unemotional.

I wish to speak a word for Nature, for absolute freedom and wildness, as con-
trasted with a freedom and culture merely civil,—to regard man as an inhabi-
tant, or a part and parcel of Nature, rather than a member of society. (Thoreau
1947, 592)
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Contrary to Marcus Aurelius’s notion that to be upset by anything that happens
is a separation of ourselves from nature,10 Thoreau holds that only in a state of
estrangement from nature could we rest assured of never becoming upset. When
we align ourselves with the wildness in our own nature, we are rejuvenated with
new vigor: “The most alive is the wildest. Not yet subdued to man, its presence
refreshes him” (Thoreau 1947, 611). Thoreau would have agreed with Gary
Snyder, the twentieth-century American environmentalist, who has defined wild-
ness as “the state of complete awareness” (quoted in LaChapelle 1993, 88).
Wildness involves a close acquaintance with what is; it does not imply reck-
lessness or bestiality.

What survives the method of distrust, then, could be seen as a quasi-Nietzs-
chean vitality—except that Thoreau, recognizing that the wild is not necessarily
coextensive with the good (see W 210), proposes that each one of us should sub-
mit the wildness in himself to a purification. This bears some resemblance to the
idea of one Nietzsche scholar that “what should be established is an education
and discipline of the feelings, the ideal condition of man being one in which he
has no fear of his feelings, however voluminous and powerful they may be,
because of his confidence in their vitality” (Tanner 1977, 135)—Thoreau would
only be more cautious about the championing of vitality and more insistent upon
the criterion of purity. Due to his painful sense of how easily human nature can
be corrupted, his willingness to admit the possibility of self-trust is always
guarded. He never compromises the belief that only by way of an exacting dis-
cipline could we discover that the same “generative energy which, when we are
loose, dissipates and makes us unclean” might also flourish reliably as what
“invigorates and inspires us” (W 219).11 Another writer has labeled Thoreau a
“sensualist” (Vonnegut 1991, 241), but this is imprecise. It was not the sensual
but the sensuous that Thoreau celebrated, and he did not miss the significance
of the distinction introduced by Milton when he first praised the “simple, sen-
suous, and passionate” as opposed to the sensual and the vulgar (Milton 1959,
403).12 Responding to the sweeping “sensuality” of Whitman’s poetry, Thoreau
said that those who had attained a state of purity “could read it without harm” (J
9:149). To be pure, then, is to have a discriminating moral comportment that
enables one to admit passion without becoming debased.

The distinction continually being made between higher and lower, good and
evil, pure and impure, is entirely at home in Walden. Thoreau is not ignorant of
the difficulties involved in any claim to follow a source of moral authority. He
may lack the prophetic certainty of Jeremiah, who says that “the Lord put forth
his hand, and touched my mouth”13—but it is an exaggeration to say, as Cavell
does, that Thoreau simply “puts his hand upon his own mouth” (1992, 29). There
exists in nature, if anywhere, a potential source of vindication; and by answer-
ing the claims of both purity and wildness we might be able to put ourselves in
touch with it. As long as we are deprived of this contact in society, we hardly
know what we are missing.
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For the most part we allow only outlying and transient circumstances to make
our occasions. They are, in fact, the cause of our distraction. Nearest to all
things is that power which fashions their being. (W 134)

How are we to conceive of this power, whose influence we are told to be ready
to accept? While he might agree with Emerson that in Nature we find a “sanc-
tity which shames our religions” (Emerson 1993, 282), Thoreau is hesitant to
throw up his hands and simply go along with “that deep force, the last fact behind
which analysis cannot go” (33)—it is irresponsible, even foolish, to yield so eas-
ily to what might be a misleading kind of guidance. We ought to have an accu-
rate awareness of that upon which we are ontologically dependent.14 Since Nature
itself is mirrored in human nature, this means that we should work at refining
the wildness in ourselves; only after such exercise will a person be capable of
sharper judgment and deeper understanding. “The true man of science will know
nature better by his finer organization; he will smell, taste, see, hear, feel, better
than other men. His will be a deeper and finer experience” (Thoreau 1947, 56).
Importantly, though, Thoreau’s natural scientist does not seek to gain control
over nature. In his investigations he is not in search of power. His concern is with
refining his own perceptions, not with developing an omnipotent ego.

Instead of trying to manipulate powers that extend beyond the human,
Thoreau asks us to respect the source of life that is greater than any human being,
to which each of us is passive and on which we need to rely. The idea that one
needs to depend upon something beyond oneself is just as foreign to Stoic doc-
trine as it would have been to the Emerson of “Self-Reliance,” yet this is exactly
what Thoreau defends. He says that he would “be glad if all the meadows on the
earth were left in a wild state, if that were the consequence of men’s beginning
to redeem themselves” (W 205). Environmental exploitation is based upon a mis-
take in our thinking: we hold ourselves apart and take for granted that we are in
fact sustained by a greater reality. For our own good, as well as the good of the
earth, we should open ourselves to a higher guidance than the manipulative
human will. The constructions of our own intellect should be secondary to this
more primordial openness. Walden begins with a narrator setting out in search
of truth and, at the same time, a place to build a house. One might remember the
later Heidegger at this point, saying that we do not dwell because we have built,
but build because we dwell (see 1993, 350). Typically, though, Thoreau’s lan-
guage is less obviously ontological than it is moral: “I believe that there is a sub-
tle magnetism in Nature which, if we unconsciously yield to it, will direct us
aright” (1947, 602). Within human nature, he also stresses the need for passiv-
ity: we should hearken to our conscience, “reverently listening to the inner voice,”
without “a particle of will or whim mixed with it” (J 1:177). Here the contrast
with Emerson’s celebration of the spontaneous will and deification of inexpli-
cable whim is especially striking.

If we gave up the willful pursuit of self-sufficiency, our experience would be
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drastically transformed: at least one time, Thoreau reports, he was given a strong
impression of “an infinite and unaccountable friendliness all at once like an
atmosphere sustaining me”—a sense of “the presence of something kindred” (W
132). When one has achieved such an extraordinary degree of communion with
Nature, one still may be unable to foresee the future promptings of Wildness in
oneself, but one can safely trust that they will not be misleading.15 In some of
these instances, Thoreau speaks of “genius” in association with the condition
described—simultaneously suggesting both something that is one’s own and
something that is greater than oneself. The word also suggests a high level of
proficiency—a technê, perhaps, that qualifies one to receive the mania of dai-
monic inspiration without being misled. Wildness can, if we are careful, have a
benign effect.

Thoreau’s replacement of the apathy that closes us off to passion with the purity
that allows us to admit some wildness is a significant development. Yet what
remains unexplained is the source of passionate influence, the unifying force that
acts both in us and in the world. This analysis will be incomplete, and any
approval of Thoreau’s ideas ought to be withheld, until we know how we ought
to understand it.

4.

“Love is not blind. None of the gods is so discriminating.”
—From Henry David Thoreau’s “Love,” in Thoreau (1975, 270)

Unlike the Cartesian method of doubt, Thoreau’s method of distrust never pre-
sumes to give conclusive proof of the existence of God. He would have agreed
with Peirce that we “cannot begin with complete doubt” and thus should not
“pretend to doubt in philosophy what we do not doubt in our hearts” (1868, 141).
His continual use of religious language refers not to any scriptural truth, of which
he was skeptical, but to something immediately given at the heart of human expe-
rience and yet supremely worthy of veneration. According to his version of ide-
alism, everything that exists is inherently meaningful, such that our task is to
read “the language which all things and events speak without metaphor” (W
111)16—that is, to cleanse ourselves mentally in order to be prepared for the
emergence of truth. And how should we conceive of the origin to which this rev-
elation may be traced? Emerson, dismissing such names for the universal source
of life as Anaxagoran noûs and Zoroastrian fire, concludes that we ought to “give
to this generalization the name of being, and thereby confess that we have arrived
as far as we can go” (1993, 233–34). But Thoreau opts for another possibility:
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the grounding condition of all wisdom, the refining wildness that “never stands
still” and yet “tends to purify” is what he elects to call Love (J 1:330 and 6:75). 

This is why Thoreau rejects the assumption that to be a rational or moral
agent means to strive for a maximum of self-sufficiency. Like Augustine, who
believes that to be under the control of nothing greater than oneself is to be in
a desperate plight, Thoreau says that the situation is “worst of all when you are
the slave-driver of yourself” (W 7). Rejecting this secular and aggressive con-
ception of the ego, Thoreau states, “I must not be for myself, but God’s work,
and that is always good” (see J 1:326). Although he boasts of not having set his
own heart on such a paltry matter as having his finances settled (W 18), this neg-
ative route of removing meager concerns leads to the positive end of finding out
what one cannot help caring about, what one’s heart is already set upon. “There
is no remedy for love but to love more,” he says; we “must securely love each
other as we love God, with no more danger that our love be unrequited or ill-
bestowed” (J 1:88 and 228). The honesty of refusing to press doubt beyond what
is encountered as indubitable leads us directly to the foundation that we need
as thinking beings.

I know of no redeeming qualities in me but a sincere love for some things, and
when I am reproved I have to fall back on to this ground. This is my argument
in reserve for all cases. My love is invulnerable. . . . Therein I am whole and
entire. Therein I am God-propped. (J 1:296) 

If one ultimately has to base one’s trust in something, then such a sincere love
may well be the most worthy candidate. Thoreau’s quest to find suitable ground
for “self- and cosmic affirmation”17 ends up arriving at the identification of love
as the source of both human guidance and universal sustenance. Ultimately,
Walden has less in common with Marcus Aurelius’s Meditations than it does with
Augustine’s Confessions. 

Thoreau’s confessional, though, is located in the woods; and not just any
woods, either. In order to perceive the truth, one must dwell attentively in a spe-
cific place. Whereas the Stoics wanted to think of themselves as citizens of the
universe, and identified themselves with the abstract logos that each of us has in
common with everyone else, Thoreau believed that we can become agents of the
one great mind (like the blest babe of Wordsworth’s Prelude) only by realizing
our local and emotional particularity. If there is indeed a link between the friend-
liness in Nature and the friendliness in human nature, as he suggests there is,18

then acute perception of the natural world might lead to an uncanny concord
between the knower and the known. Although it is normal for both perceiver and
perceived to be implicated in knowledge, in Thoreau’s works this epistemolog-
ical idea is made more personally and geographically concrete. Why? Because
he favors a mode of knowing that, like love, is not abstract or impersonal. Just
as love, ideally conceived, is a third factor that subsists between the first person
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lover and the second person beloved,19 knowing is for Thoreau a process that
depends upon both person and place. Affirmation of self-and-cosmos is affir-
mation of my capacity for loving attachment to a world that itself calls out in a
Rilkean way to be known and loved in all its particularity.20

It is possible, nevertheless, to leave this call unanswered. To Thoreau, the sto-
ical aspiration of abstracting oneself from the contingencies of earthly existence
held lasting appeal. He portrays with some amazement our ability to stand apart
from our involvement in the world:

I may be affected by a theatrical exhibition; on the other hand, I may not be
affected by an actual event which appears to concern me much more. I only
know myself as a human entity; the scene, so to speak, of thoughts and affec-
tions; and am sensible of a certain doubleness by which I can stand as remote
from myself as from another. (W 135) 

Yet, he promptly concludes, this is a susceptibility that we ought to avoid: “This
doubleness may easily make us poor neighbors and friends sometimes.” In spite
of being strongly drawn toward the Stoic ideal of aloof austerity, Thoreau finds
it disturbingly unloving in its execution. His work, insofar as it attempts to over-
come the disjunction between apathy and passion, develops out of the need to
deviate from an ethical philosophy that, in keeping us from being foolish, threat-
ens to make us into poor neighbors and friends.21

Notes
1. Closing line of “A Prayer for Old Age,” in Yeats (1983, 282–83). 
2. “To be a philosopher is not merely to have subtle thoughts, nor even to found a school, but

so to love wisdom as to live according to its dictates, a life of simplicity, independence, magnanim-
ity, and trust. It is to solve some of the problems of life, not only theoretically, but practically”
(Walden 15). Parenthetical references to Walden will use W as an abbreviated title.

3. Seneca is a classic representative of the Stoic point of view: he compares the life of fretful
ignorance to that of an ant, and says that we should not be concerned about obtaining things that are
not truly essential. (See “On Tranquillity of Mind” [1958, 98]; and Letters from a Stoic [1969, 34].)
Like him, Thoreau says that we “live meanly, like ants,” but that this wretchedness is avoidable.
What we must avoid is fixing our hearts on what is transitory; we are inwardly rich in proportion to
what we can afford to leave alone. (See W 79 and 91.) Thoreau’s account of the ants’ violent turmoil
becomes an extended metaphor for humanity; and his attempt to isolate what is necessary for human
life by considering “what most of the trouble and anxiety which I have referred to is about, and how
much it is necessary that we be troubled” is a more extensive attempt to eliminate unessential cares.
(See W 11–40 and 228–30.)

4. For an excellent summary of the Stoic arguments about what emotions are and what our atti-
tude toward them ought to be, see Martha Nussbaum’s The Therapy of Desire (1994, 359–401). Note
that I am not tracing Thoreau’s historical indebtedness to particular Stoics so much as identifying
formal similarities between his ideas and those of that sect. A fuller study of this topic would have
to discuss how much Thoreau learned from Hindu and Confucian texts, but this would require get-
ting into a comparative study of considerable length. Such a study might begin by comparing the
concepts of sattva and rajas with the Thoreauvian categories of purity and wildness. 
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5. Thoreau did not self-consciously identify himself with any ancient school, and in many ways
was more of a Cynic—but his understanding of passion and detachment draws upon the far more
refined moral psychology of the Stoics.

6. The phrase is set alongside “facts which the mind perceived” in this particular entry.
Parenthetical references to Thoreau’s Journal will use J as an abbreviated title.

7. “Though the youth at last grows indifferent, the laws of the universe are not indifferent, but
are forever on the side of the most sensitive” (W 218–19).

8. “The finest qualities of our nature, like the bloom on fruits, can be preserved only by the most
delicate handling. Yet we do not treat ourselves nor one another thus tenderly” (W 6).

9. See, for example, Marcus Aurelius’s Meditations (1983, V:21).
10. This notion is put forward in Aurelius (1983, II:16).
11. Cavell speaks in more detail about Thoreau’s ascetic method of “evaluating any of our invest-

ments of feeling, or expenses of spirit,” emphasizing the centrality of a careful use of language, in
The Senses of Walden (1992, 89).

12. This use of “sensuous” as opposed to “sensual” is not found in the English language prior to
Milton’s introduction of the word.

13. Jeremiah 1:9, quoted by Cavell in The Senses of Walden (1992, 17).
14. In his Introduction to the Bhagavad-Gîtâ, Zaehner points out that, in the Upanishads (which

Thoreau may have studied more closely than any other major Western philosopher, including
Schopenhauer), “the source and ground of the whole universe of appearance is identical with the
inmost essence of man.” See Zaehner (1969, 8).

15. “If one listens to the faintest but constant suggestions of his genius, which are certainly true,
he sees not to what extremes, or even insanity, it may lead him; and yet that way, as he grows more
resolute and faithful, his road lies” (W 216). 

16. At one point Thoreau calls the pond “one expression of the divine mind.” See J 1:185.
17. This apt phrase is suggested by Milder (1995, 120).
18. J 1:113. See also Desai (1979, 12–13).
19. See Kierkegaard’s Works of Love (1995, 301). See also Nicholas of Cusa, “On the Vision of

God” (1997, 268).
20. In a Rilkean way—that is, like this:

Yes, the springs needed you. And many stars
expected you to feel them. A wave rose
toward you in the past; or as you walked by
an open window, a violin yielded itself to someone.
All this was assignment. But could you handle it? 
(1961, 5 [“First Elegy,” ll. 26–30])

21. Thanks to Paul Friedrich, Martha Nussbaum, Jonathan Ellsworth, Michael Clarke, Edward
Mooney, and two anonymous reviewers for their helpful comments on this essay; and, to Stanley
Cavell and David Michael Levin for their encouraging words on the prospect of doing scholarly
research on the most neglected of American philosophers.
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